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Abstract

The NVIDIA® DGX POD™ for Research (Research POD) reference architecture provides a blueprint for university High Performance Computing (HPC) centers to design a computing resource that is cost effective, designed for the future, and sized to support a wide variety of researchers and applications. The NVIDIA DGX family of supercomputers with NVIDIA Tesla® V100 GPUs allows university HPC centers to lower the cost of computing infrastructure by utilizing a single fused architecture supporting accelerated HPC and artificial intelligence (AI) applications, as well as other emerging fields of research.

A Research POD includes: one or more racks of DGX and SCX servers, storage, networking, NVIDIA GPU Cloud (NGC) deep learning (DL) and HPC containers, and Research POD management servers.

The Research POD reference architecture is based on the NVIDIA DGX SATURNV AI supercomputer which has over 1000 DGX servers and powers internal NVIDIA AI R&D including autonomous vehicle, robotics, graphics, HPC, and other software domains.
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Mixed Workload Sizing

Universities have a long and distinguished history of developing and enabling on-campus HPC for researchers. Traditionally, these researchers have come from the fields of fundamental and applied science such as chemistry, biology, physics, engineering, computer science, CAE, and CAD. The developers of scientific codes were early adopters of accelerated computing using the NVIDIA family of GPUs. A majority of traditional HPC codes now support acceleration on GPUs, to varying degrees of maturity. The adoption of GPUs into HPC codes is transformative as researchers envision computing larger problem sizes, studying wider parameter sets, and leveraging larger datasets.

In the past few years, the success of AI research using GPUs has revolutionized how new scientific research is being performed and has grown the community supported by university HPC centers. This support requires hardware and software resources that can efficiently scale to provide computing cycles for current applications as well as the large suite of ever-evolving software. The current community includes mixed workloads, such as those who are training AI models, running community or commercial HPC applications, developing their own codes, or visualizing large datasets. Planning the infrastructure to accommodate such diversity is a challenging task, and success is not always easy to define. To start thinking about how to approach this problem, consider how researchers spend their time. Despite large diversities in workload, most will follow a similar general workflow, as seen in Figure 1.

![Typical Workflow for HPC and AI Researchers](image)

Figure 1. Typical workflow for HPC and AI researchers

Typical AI and HPC workflows might follow these steps:

1. **Prepare**: Pre-work necessary to run experiments.
   - AI: Collecting raw data and using tools to pre-process, index, label, and manage that data.
   - HPC: Determining the input parameters for an application. This may involve running smaller exploratory simulations.

2. **Experiment**: The scientific procedure.
AI: Using a DL framework to train AI models with a hyperparameter configuration on large cleaned datasets.

HPC: Running HPC applications for analyzing input data or performing a simulation.

3. **Evaluate**: Assessment of the experimental results.
   - AI: Testing the trained DL model parameters against a withheld test dataset using an evaluation metric (e.g. classification accuracy, character error rate).
   - HPC: Post-processing and can involve a great deal of visualization or other data processing methods

4. **Apply**: How the evaluation can be used to improve future experiments.
   - AI: Improving the DL experiments either by iterating through the experiment phase with better hyperparameters, or for production deployment, using an optimization tool (e.g. TensorRT) to improve inference performance.
   - HPC: Applying the knowledge from the previously completed jobs to guide their research and determine future simulations

Though the experiment phase is typically where one interacts most with large computing infrastructures, the increasing sizes of datasets and experiments mean most phases of the workflow will benefit from acceleration. This allows researchers to iterate more quickly through their workflows, improving both their productivity and the quality of their solutions. The size of experiments in AI and HPC depend on many factors (e.g. data size, model complexity), making sizing an infrastructure for mixed workloads a complex task. To start sizing an infrastructure to maximize the success of its researchers, the best node configuration is determined from the distribution of workloads.

The distribution of HPC and AI workloads will vary by university. Some researchers are currently or will be highly involved in AI research, while others have a primary focus on traditional HPC. The infrastructure needs to be scalable to the anticipated number of simultaneous users to minimize wait times. Examples of how different AI and HPC applications scale across multiple GPUs are shown in Figure 2. From the slope of the lines in the figure, one observes that AI applications scale better than HPC applications (on average) up to four-GPU nodes. Furthermore, AI applications continue to scale well up to eight-GPU nodes.
Performance reflects NVIDIA NVLink™ SXM2 V100, * denotes PCIe V100 performance.\(^1\)

**Figure 2.** AI (dashed line) and HPC (solid line) application speedups over CPU nodes.

To better visualize this difference, consider Figure 3 which averages these results over the various AI and HPC applications.

**Figure 3.** AI and HPC application throughput increases over CPU-only nodes\(^2\)

---


When designing infrastructure for mixed workloads, it’s important to determine the right balance of node density. Recommendations for both HPC and AI centric workloads are described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended Sizing Guidelines</th>
<th>Research Computing Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HPC (SCX-E4(^1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server GPU Capacity</td>
<td>4-GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Ratio (Users:Servers)</td>
<td>2:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Table 1. Infrastructure sizing for teams with HPC or AI workloads**

For AI workloads, users are likely to run long, multi-GPU jobs due to their complex models, large datasets, and mature software tools that readily support multi-GPU experiments. Those AI users who use smaller models and datasets will still benefit from dense GPU nodes for running many small concurrent experiments, such as those for hyperparameter optimization. As a result, AI workloads are best suited for high ratios of GPUs to CPUs. Based on experience deploying both internal and external GPU clusters at NVIDIA, the recommendation is that a node with eight GPUs and dual CPU sockets is the most effective configuration for AI workloads. For example, the autonomous vehicle software team at NVIDIA developing NVIDIA DriveNet\(^3\) uses a custom Resnet-18 backbone detection network with a 960x480x3 image size and trains at 480 images per second on an eight-GPU node. This configuration allows for training of 120 epochs with 300k images in 21 hours. The NVIDIA DGX-1™ server, a node with dual CPU sockets and eight Tesla V100 GPUs which utilizes NVLink technology is the recommended server platform for AI.

An eight-GPU architecture is equally well-suited for a few of the most widely used scientific computing applications. For example, Amber 18.6 achieves 7.00 ns/day for the RuBisCo protein simulation on a node with such a configuration. This represents a 700X speed-up over a CPU-only result. While not all HPC codes can take advantage of eight-GPUs and this is an exceptional result, developers are continually porting and optimizing new and existing applications. Currently NVIDIA tracks hundreds of GPU accelerated applications\(^4\), many of which are run in academic and high-performance research computing environments.

---


For typical HPC workloads the applications tend to scale well up to four GPUs in a single node. The efficiency of this scaling is improving as the more computationally intensive components of the applications are ported to the GPU. There are some HPC applications that either do not yet take advantage of GPUs or are inherently not suited for GPU computing. These non-GPU applications should either be run on CPU-only nodes, or, utilizing job scheduler features, run on the CPUs of the GPU nodes while leaving the GPUs open for execution of GPU accelerated HPC applications. When considering a wide range of HPC applications, nodes with four GPUs and two CPU sockets optimizes for the current scalability in HPC applications as well as future application development. The NVIDIA SCX-E4 server, a node with dual CPU sockets and four Tesla V100 GPUs which also uses NVLink technology, is the recommended server platform for HPC.

Scaling is an important factor to consider when sizing an infrastructure. Trends in both AI and HPC show that scaling up model size and complexity across multi-GPUs improves acceleration and tends to also improve results. While many workloads are moving in this direction researchers tend to only scale their workloads as large as the infrastructure allows. Thus, infrastructure choices may unintentionally limit the size and types of workloads that can be executed on a system. To avoid this limitation, one must be aware of the researchers who push the limits of scaling as well as those who also tend to be the largest consumers of infrastructure resources.

---

5 Deep Learning Scaling is Predictable, Empirically
Research POD Software

NVIDIA provides a rich set of software tools, SDKs, and libraries to accelerate HPC and AI applications. The foundation of the software stack consists of the CUDA libraries such as cuSOLVER (sparse and direct solvers) and cuDNN (deep learning and neural networks).

NVIDIA software tools (Figure 4) running on Research PODs provide a high-performance environment for large scale multi-user mixed workload environments. The overall GPU cluster software stack includes cluster management and orchestration tools, workload schedulers, optimized containers from the NGC registry, and additional tools that embody best practices for running containers, particularly with GPUs, libraries and frameworks. The NGC catalog contains many GPU-accelerated containers, including NVIDIA-optimized deep learning software, third-party managed HPC applications, NVIDIA HPC visualization tools, and partner applications.

The Research POD management software is a set of software tools based on best practices from internal use and customer experience. The focus of these tools is on cluster management and orchestration of the cluster workload. This software, named “DeepOps”, is publicly available at:

https://github.com/NVIDIA/deepops

The Research POD software stack provides a fully configurable infrastructure that runs atop standard RHEL/CentOS and Ubuntu Linux operating systems and includes the NVIDIA GPU driver, CUDA Toolkit, GPU management tools, and the NGC Software Containers. These tools can be used to integrate a Research POD with an existing environment or deploy an entirely new cluster from scratch.

The Research POD software allows for dynamic partitioning between the nodes assigned to Kubernetes and Slurm such that resources can be shifted between the partitions
to meet the current workload demand. Management of the NVIDIA software on the Research POD is accomplished with the Ansible configuration management tool. Ansible roles are used to install Kubernetes on the management nodes, install additional software on the login and GPU compute nodes, configure user accounts, configure external storage connections, install Kubernetes and Slurm schedulers, as well as perform day-to-day maintenance tasks such as new software installation, software updates, and GPU driver upgrades.

When possible, researcher GPU workloads on the Research POD will benefit from utilizing NGC containers. These containers provide researchers and data scientists with easy access to a comprehensive catalog of GPU-optimized software for DL, HPC applications, and HPC visualization that take full advantage of the GPUs. The NGC container registry includes NVIDIA tuned, tested, certified, and maintained containers for the top DL frameworks such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, and MXNet. NGC also has third-party managed HPC application containers and NVIDIA HPC visualization containers, including NAMD, GROMACS, RELION, and ParaView.

HPC Container Maker (HPCCM) can be used to containerize applications that are not already available on NGC. HPCCM encapsulates into modular building blocks the best practices of deploying core HPC components and containers to reduce container development effort, minimize image size, and take advantage of image layering. HPCCM recipes provide more portable, higher-level building blocks that separate the concerns of choosing what to include in a container from the low-level details of the container specification file. Using the HPCCM building blocks, it’s easy to generate optimized container specification files for Docker and Singularity.

NVIDIA GPU-Ready App quick start guides help you get up and running quickly on GPUs with a simple set of instructions for a wide range of accelerated applications such as Amber, GROMACS, and MILC. Each guide provides recommendations on how to build, install, run, test, and benchmark the application. One can use the GPU-Ready App quick start guides to get the best performance for the applications on NVIDIA GPUs.
Research POD Design

The optimal architecture for a research computing cluster is highly dependent on the characteristics of the workload. The workload distribution between HPC and AI is going to vary by university. Some are or will be highly involved in AI research, while others may have a primary focus on traditional HPC. The architecture needs to be scalable to the anticipated number of simultaneous user applications to minimize wait times.

The Research POD is an optimized data center rack containing compute servers, storage servers, and networking switches to support single and multi-node AI and HPC workloads using NVIDIA software. For this reference architecture, the SCX-E4 server is used for primarily HPC workloads and the DGX-1 server for primarily AI workloads.

The density of a server will depend on the diversity of the workloads. Higher capacity servers (i.e. DGX-1 servers) are ideal for AI workloads. Lower capacity servers (i.e. SCX-E4 servers) are ideal for HPC and balanced workloads. As the number of GPUs per node increases, it is important to consider the host memory and CPU. The CPUs need to execute any non-GPU accelerated portions of the workload and are important for maintaining adequate data flow to and from the GPUs. Nodes should have at least eight CPU cores for each GPU and the host memory on a node should be at least two times the total GPU memory on the system. For example, a compute node with four 32 GB Tesla V100 GPUs should have, at a minimum, 32 CPU cores and 256 GB of memory.

The Research POD is designed to fit within a standard-height 42 RU data center rack. This reference architecture includes login and management servers in the initial rack, but additional racks would not include these servers. Multi-rack configurations of PODs can be defined by an NVIDIA solution architect. The POD architecture can be scaled up or down to fit the expected workload mix with the smallest POD containing one of each server type and serving one AI user and two HPC users.

A primary 10 GbE (minimum) network switch is used to connect all servers in the Research POD. VLAN capabilities of the networking hardware are used to allow the out-of-band management network to run independently from the data network, while sharing the same physical hardware. Alternatively, a separate 1 GbE management switch may be used. While not included in the reference architecture, a second 10 GbE network switch can be used for redundancy and high availability, or to provide additional compute server connections. NVIDIA is working with networking vendors who plan to release switch reference designs compatible with the Research POD.

A 36-port Mellanox 100 Gbps switch is configured to provide 100 Gbps EDR InfiniBand connections between the compute servers in the rack. The DGX-1 servers have two InfiniBand connections each which provides excellent scalability for multi-node AI jobs. This configuration provides 18 switch ports for uplink. Note that the Mellanox switch can also be configured in 100 GbE mode for organizations that prefer to use Ethernet networking.
Research POD (35 kW)

In Figure 5, the SCX and HGX compute configurations are used to implement a single Research POD rack for 16 HPC researchers and four AI researchers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mellanox 100 Gbps intra-rack high-speed network switches</td>
<td>1 or 2 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 GbE (min) storage and management switch</td>
<td>1 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight SCX-E4 servers (primarily for HPC workloads)</td>
<td>16 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four DGX-1 servers (primarily for AI workloads)</td>
<td>12 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four storage servers (for DGX-1 server caching)</td>
<td>4 RU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Elevation of a Research POD for 16 HPC researchers and four AI researchers

There are several factors to consider when planning a Research POD deployment to determine if more than one rack is needed per POD. This reference architecture is based on a single 35 kW high-density rack to provide the most efficient use of costly data center floor space and to simplify network cabling. As GPU usage grows, the average power per server and power per rack continues to increase, the servers may need to be distributed to multiple lower-power racks.
Research POD (18 kW)

In Figure 6, an 18kW rack supporting eight HPC researchers and two AI researchers is illustrated.

- **Mellanox 100 Gbps intra-rack high-speed network switches**
  - 1 or 2 RU

- **10 GbE (min) storage and management switch**
  - 1 RU

- **Four SCX-E4 servers (primarily for HPC workloads)**
  - 8 RU

- **Two DGX-1 servers (primarily for AI workloads)**
  - 6 RU

- **Four storage servers (for DGX-1 server caching)**
  - 2 RU

![Figure 6. Elevation of a Research POD for eight HPC researchers and two AI researchers](image)
Research POD Utility Rack

For larger configurations, login and management servers as well as management and clustering switches can be housed in a utility rack.

A partial elevation of a utility rack is shown in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Login server which allows users to login to the cluster and launch Slurm batch jobs(^1).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three management servers running Kubernetes server components and other DGX POD management software(^2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional multi-POD clustering using a Mellanox 216 port EDR InfiniBand switch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional multi-POD 10 GbE storage and management network switches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Partial elevation of a Research POD utility rack

\(^1\) To support many users, the login server should have two high-end CPUs, at least 1 TB of memory, two links to the 100 Gbps network, and redundant fans and power supplies.

\(^2\) These servers can be lower performance than the login server and can be configured with mid-range CPUs and less memory (128 to 256 GB).
Research POD Installation and Management

Deploying a Research POD is like deploying traditional servers and networking in a rack. However, with high-power consumption and corresponding cooling needs, server weight, and multiple networking cables per server, additional care and preparation is needed for a successful deployment. As with all IT equipment installation, it is important to work with the data center facilities team to ensure the POD environmental requirements (Table 2) can be met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Design Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rack</strong></td>
<td><strong>Research POD (35 kW) rack</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports 3000 lbs. of static load</td>
<td>Supports 1200 lbs. of static load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions of 1200 mm depth x 700 mm width</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured cabling pathways per TIA 942 standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooling¹</strong></td>
<td>Removal of 119,420 BTU/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHRAE TC 9.9 2015 Thermal Guidelines “Allowable Range”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
<td>*North America: A/B power feeds, each three-phase 400V/60A/33.2kW (or three-phase 208V/60A/17.3 kW with additional considerations for redundancy as required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*International: A/B power feeds, each 380/400/415V, 32A, three-phase -21-23kW each.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Via rack cooling door or data center hot/cold aisle air containment

Table 2. Rack, cooling, and power considerations for Research POD racks
Figure 10 illustrates the network topology for the Research POD. This network architecture allows for a fully non-blocking InfiniBand connection to a network of additional POD racks. The cache storage for the DGX-1 servers is InfiniBand-connected. The 10 GbE network provides connections to additional storage servers and POD racks for management and storage I/O. The external connections to the management and login servers is accomplished using a VLAN.

Management servers, login servers, compute servers, and storage communicate over a 1 or 10 Gbps Ethernet network, while login servers, compute servers and optionally storage, can also communicate over high-speed 100 Gbps InfiniBand or Ethernet. The compute servers shown here are running both Kubernetes and Slurm to handle varying user workloads.

Figure 8. Network topology for a Research POD

For organizations that want to utilize multiple Research PODs to run cluster-wide jobs, additional switches or a core InfiniBand switch can be configured in a utility rack to complete a fat tree topology either with or without a blocking factor. Multi-rack configurations of PODs can be defined by an NVIDIA solution architect.

Storage architecture is important for optimized performance, especially for AI training. Long-term storage of raw data can be located on a wide variety of storage devices outside of the Research POD, either on-premises or in public or private clouds. Many workloads, in particular AI, benefit from having local caching available on the compute nodes. This can be accomplished using local SSDs on the compute nodes which are made accessible for user managed caching. Alternatively, when the shared persistent storage is NFS based, client-side caching can be accomplished with per node SSDs and
the NFS cachefilesd service. I/O patterns for AI are very heavily read oriented, so client read caching proves to be very effective.

HPC workloads tend to use a high performance clustered filesystem which is accessed via the InfiniBand fabric. While not as common, some HPC application can utilize local node disks for checkpoint restarts and intermediate data storage.

The Research POD baseline storage architecture consists of in-rack NFS storage servers used in conjunction with the local DGX SSD cache. Additional storage performance may be obtained by using one of the distributed filesystems listed at this link:

https://docs.nvidia.com/deeplearning/dgx/bp-dgx/index.html#storage_parallel

The Research POD is also designed to be compatible with several third-party storage solutions, many of which are documented at this link:

Summary

The described Research POD reference architecture is intended as a starting point for designing an effective GPU accelerated computing infrastructure which can serve a wide variety of researchers in university HPC and AI. This architecture is intended to scale as the demand for GPU computing resources increases.

When designing new computing infrastructure, it is critically important to understand current needs as well as future trends in application development and emerging fields of science. As described, the overall trend in both AI and HPC workloads is a demand for increasing amounts of input data, larger AI network models, larger HPC problems sizes, and generally more computation per job. NVIDIA’s recommendation of SCX-E4 nodes for HPC and DGX-1 nodes for AI balances today’s workloads with a view towards the more demanding workloads of the future.

The Research POD reference architecture is designed for integration into typical university data centers. However, the actual integration will require customization and as such, NVIDIA does not sell the Research POD as a single unit. Instead, it is recommended to work with an authorized NVIDIA Partner Network (NPN) reseller to configure and purchase a Research POD.

Finally, this white paper is meant to be a high-level overview and is not intended to be a step-by-step installation guide. Customers should work with an NPN provider to customize an installation plan for their organization.
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